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Astridr Jokichi

Astridr Jokichi is an NPC created by Rawolfe.

Astridr Jokichi

Species & Gender Nekovalkyrja, Type 33 Female
Organization: Star Army Flight Operations
Occupation: Director

Rank: Shôshô
Current Placement: Nataria

Character Description

Astridr Jokichi is 1.62 meters tall and weighs about 42 kg. Astridr has long red to brown hair that brings
out her green eyes. She has no visible scars on her body and usually seen in her command uniform.

Loyalty and discipline are the two keywords that come to mind when working with Astridr. Astridr is a
loyal soldier that performance her duties excellent and on time. She doesn't like slackers and is not afraid
to tell her opinion to anyone that requires a good portion of a reality check. Knowing her personally is
knowing that she likes to challenge her friends to games and loves to take a fighter for a spin.
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History & Relationships

Astridr Jokichi was born on YE 24 on the planet of Nataria, she got trained to become a fighter pilot for
the Star Army of Yamatai and got assigned to various wings in her career. She rose up from junior pilot to
eventually wing commander and was part of various wars that include the First Mishhuvurthyar War,
Second Mishhuvurthyar War and finally the Kuvexian War that gave the path to become director of Star
Army Flight Operations with the respective rank of Shôshô.

OOC Notes

This NPC was created by Rawolfe on 2021/02/16 03:06.

Created in Artbreeder by Rawolfe.

Character Data
Character Name Astridr Jokichi
Character Owner Rawolfe
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
Current Location Nataria
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Shôshô
SAOY Occupation Star Army Command Staff
SAOY Assignment Star Army Operations
SAOY Entry Year YE 27
DOR Year YE 42
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